SUMMARY
We are looking for a React Native developer interested in building performance mobile apps on
both the iOS and Android platforms. You will be responsible for architecting, designing and
building these applications, as well as coordinating with the teams responsible for other layers
of the product infrastructure. Building a product is a highly collaborative effort, and as such, a
strong team player with a commitment to perfection is required
We are looking for self-motivated, energetic candidates who are looking for next set of
challenge in their career. Mobile app developer you will be responsible for developing and
maintaining the Mobile app.
NOT a classic Website Development job involving simple development and maintenance of
websites. We work on complex web applications that are technologically challenging. The
projects are done in small teams, which result in greater responsibility for each member of the
team.
We genuinely want you to learn and grow and will provide you sample opportunities for that.

Responsibilities














Deliver innovative solutions to drive next generation user experiences, designs and
technologies
In depth knowledge and proven record in developing mobile apps
Extensive experience with React and state management frameworks such as
Redux/MobX.
Experience with React Native
Technical knowledge of RDBMS
Development experience with iOS/Android or both
Strong knowledge of data structures, algorithms and run time optimization
Ability to write well-documented, clean Javascript code
Build pixel-perfect, buttery smooth UIs across both mobile platforms.
Leverage native APIs for deep integrations with both platforms
Diagnose and fix bugs and performance bottlenecks for performance that feels native
Maintain code and write automated tests to ensure the product is of the highest quality
Rock solid at working with third-party dependencies and debugging dependency
conflicts

Required Skills

Firm grasp of the JavaScript {{and Typescript or Closure Script}} language and its
nuances, including ES6+ syntax











Knowledge of {{functional or object-oriented}} programming
Familiarity with native build tools, like XCode, Gradle {{Android Studio, IntelliJ}}
Understanding of REST APIs, the document request model, and offline storage
Experience with automated testing suites, like {{Jest or Mocha}}
React Native
Redux/Mobx
RDBMS,
Third Part SDK integration
Development experience with IOS/Android or both

React native Android app developer



React Native IOS App developer



JAVA



SWIFT 4.0/4.2



Android studio 3.2 tool



XCODE



Minimum Version Lollipop



Minimum version IOSIO



XML



XAML



Material Design pattern



MVC



Web services &API



Web services & API



JSON/GSON



JSON



SQLite Database /realm database



SQLite Database/core data

Industry: IT / E – Learning and Assessment
Functional Area: IT Software - Application Programming , Maintenance
Role Category: Programming & Design
Role: React Developer
Employment Type: Permanent Job, Full Time Qualification: B.E./B.Tech./MCA

